Abstract -In the digital watermarking with DCT method, the watermark is located within a range of DCT coefficients of the cover image. In this paper to use the low-frequency band, a new method is proposed by using a combination of the DCT and PCA transform. The proposed method is compared to other DCT methods, our method is robust and keeps the quality of cover image, also increases capacity of the watermarking.
I. INTRODUCTION HE Development of digital technology and the creation of wide digital networks such as internet, create Problems like unauthorized copying, fake ownership claims, because the digital documents can be copied or altered quickly and without any loss of quality. For avoiding these problems the watermarking system has been proposed [1] . In this system, a watermark that contains proprietary information by using a secret key hidden in the digital documents. The owners of document and authorized persons can extract the watermark Only by knowing the secret key and the watermarking , s extraction algorithm [2] . The watermarking system has applications such as proof of ownership, authentication, checking the authenticity of the document, avoiding unauthorized copying [1] - [2] . The watermarkingʼs mechanism is shown in Fig. 1 . Fig. 1 . The mechanism of a watermarking system [2] .
The main characteristics of the watermarking system are determined by three factors: robustness, invisibility, capacity. These three components are in conflict always, the order of their importance depends on the application of the watermarking, as a matter of fact a compromise is between them [2] . The Watermarking techniques are categorized into spatial domain and frequency domain [3] . Although the spatial domain techniques need less hardware and have shorter execution time, but they cannot resist against various attacks. There are many techniques in frequency domains, i.e. DCT, DFT, DWT, etc. They are applied to the image, then a watermark will be added to the range of image frequency coefficient.
In this paper, we investigate various aspects of the watermarking with DCT method and a new scheme is proposed in order to increase its performance. Cox et.al [4] use DCT method for watermark embedding for the first time. They have believed the watermark should be placed in areas of the image that are important in term of human visual system (HVS), provided that the quality of cover image doesnʼt drop obviously and the watermark is quite invisible. In the DCT method, the middle frequency band is utilized usually according to a relative advantage compared to other bands [5] , because the high-frequency band is quite fragile against most attacks and the lowfrequency is not appropriate in term of invisibility of the watermark and the quality of the watermarked image while it is more resistant against some attacks (low-pass filtering and JPEG compression even with low quality factor) to the middle band. In this paper, in order to use the lowfrequency band a new method is proposed based on a combination of the DCT and PCA technique. In our scheme the watermark is invisible while the quality of the cover image is maintained. This paper consists of five parts. In the second and third part, the DCT and PCA technique will be reviewed. In the fourth section, the proposed scheme is presented, also evaluation of the proposed method and comparison with other methods is noted in this part. Finally, in part fifth, the results of the paper will be expressed generally.
II. DISCRETE COSINE TRANSFORM
The two dimensional Discrete cosine transform (DCT) of an M ×N function f (i.j) defined as follows [6] :
And inverse DCT given by
Where;
F (u,v) is called DCT coefficients for function f (i,j).
A New Method For Digital Watermarking Based on Combination of DCT and PCA T Arash Saboori, S.Abolfazl Hosseini DCT coefficients correspond to a block of 8 × 8 of an image are changed according to Fig. 2 and are divided into three bands: the low-frequency band, the middlefrequency band and the high-frequency band [7] . Fig. 2 . Definition of DCT region based on Zig-Zag scanning pattern [7] .
III. PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS Principal component analysis (PCA) is a technique for removing the linear dependence of the data. So, by that, given the reduced dimensions of the data [8] .
Assuming matrix X is a data set of size N×M, PCA transform is defined as [8] - [9] :
The matrix A contains the eigenvectors, i a , of the covariance matrix X , C X , is computed as bellow steps [9] :
The mean of matrix X is calculated as:
The covariance matrix X is computed as formula (5) .
The eigenvectors, i a , of matrix C X , with corresponding eigenvalues, i , satisfying formula (6) .
T , so the matrix A is defined according to formula (7) .
So, the PCA through formula (3) maps the matrix data into principal component space, Y, the data has been completely non-correlated in this space [15] .
IV. THE PROPOSED SCHEME In our scheme, the cover image due to the fact that nearby pixels together have a high correlation, is divided into non-overlapping blocks with the size of 8×8 and the DCT will be applied to each block separately, then the low-frequency band coefficients of block number k, are placed in the vector k X , Fig. 3 . By repeating this process for all blocks, the data matrix X will be formed, then the PCA transform will be applied to the data matrix X. The first component of the PCA has the maximum energy concentration [10] , in other words, it consists of common information of the DCT coefficients that are located in the low frequency band of a block. So the watermark is placed within it, because in this case the watermark is more resistant against attacks and it will be less affected. The mechanism of the proposed scheme is divided into two general sections, watermark embedding and watermark detection, as described in Fig. 1 .
A. Watermark Embedding Algorithm
The algorithm which is used to embed a watermark on an image is given below:
1. The cover image is divided into blocks of 8×8. 2. The DCT will be applied to each block. 3. The low-frequency band coefficients are placed in the vector k X , then matrix data, X, to be formed: X is restored. 8. The low frequency coefficients are placed in primary DCT blocks. 9. The inverse DCT, IDCT, will be applied to blacks and the watermarked image will be formed.
B. Watermark Detection Algorithm
The steps involved in the watermark detection algorithm are given below:
1. From the cover image and the watermarked image, matrix data, X, will be formed separately. X= matrix data of cover image X ' = matrix data of watermarked image 2. The PCA will be applied to matrix X and matrix X ' , so matrix Y and matrix Y ' are obtained.
3. The watermark bits are extracted from the first component of the PCA as formula (9) .
The block diagram of the proposed scheme is shown in Fig. 4 . The size of the cover image is considered m 2 (m=8) times bigger than the watermark. The function f is the intensity values in each block and the DCT is applied to each block, the low-frequency coefficient of block k are placed in k X , then the matrix data, X, will be formed. PC1 indicates the first principal component. 
C. Evaluation Criteria
Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) is a criteria for evaluation of the image quality after the watermarking. Invisibility of a watermarking scheme can be described by PSNR. It is targeted to 40 dB [11] - [12] . Capacity indicated the amount of bits can be embedded into the cover image.
D. Results and Discussion
In this simulation Lena image of size 512×512 is used as cover image and a binary image of size 64×64 is used as a watermark that are shown in Fig. 5 . The proposed method is simulated by using MATLAB According to equation (8) and Table 1 , the optimum value of coefficient α is determined based on compromise between PSNR and NC. For this simulation α=30 is intended. In Table 2 the watermarked images, go through some image processing attacks [13] , such as JPEG compression, Gaussian filter, cropping, rotation and so on. PSNR between watermarked image and attacked image is calculated. Then, the watermark is extracted from the attacked image. Next, NC between the original watermark and the extracted watermark is calculated. Table 3 shows proposed methodʼs domain, size of the cover image and capacity in order to compare with counterparts [13] - [14] . Capacity is increased, because the amount of watermark bits in our methods is 64×64 while it is 32×32 for two counterparts. The experimental results are given in Table 4 in order to compare two methods [13] - [14] . It shows the NC and PSNR values after attacking by JPEG compression with different quality factors, low-pass filtering and some other attacks. The items have not been mentioned in the two counterparts is shown with a dark line in Table 4 . The superiority of proposed method compared to other methods, in term of resistance against JPEG compression is shown in Fig. 6 . Fig. 6 . Comparison proposed method with two counterparts [13] - [14] in term of JPEG compression.
The performance of the proposed scheme is better, because it is more resistant against attacks while the capacity of watermarking or watermark bits is increased. So specific feature of the proposed method is increasing the robustness and capacity relative to other methods.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper a new scheme is proposed in order to use of the low-frequency band of DCT coefficient based on a combination of DCT and PCA. Our scheme is robust against attacks, including low-pass filtering and JPEG compression with different quality factors. A specific feature of the proposed method is increasing the robustness and capacity relative to other methods that is shown in Tables 3 and 4 
